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The Dark Story of Eminem
By Nick Hasted

The Dark Story Of Peter Pan
An updated edition of the best-selling in-depth biography of the world's most popular rapper! Nick
Hasted's ground-breaking book traces Marshall Mather's rise to fame from the schools and workplaces
of his native Detroit to global superstardom. From the depths of being a suicidal no-hoper through the
redemptive alias of Slim Shady to eventual triumph as an unlikely rap star, Eminem's dark story is
unflinchingly presented in this wide-ranging book. teenage soul-mate Kim Scott, black producer Dr Dre
and The Bass Brothers who guided and inspired him from the age of fourteen. He explores Eminem's
impact on other stars such as The Pet Shop Boys and Tori Amos and his debut as a film star in the
autobiographical, Oscar winning 8 Mile. This new edition comes right up to date, analysing the huge
success of Eminem's label Shady Records and his protege 50 Cent, as well as the claims of racism
recently levelled at Eminem, after the discovery of a tape of a racist rap he recorded as a teenager.
Love him or hate him Marshall Mathers/Eminem single handedly reshaped the music industry and
became an inspiration for millions. Myself included. The Dark Story of Eminem does much more than
just follow my generations Elvis Presley's music career, it takes you into the mind of a manic depressive,
anxiety plagued, and destitute child, young man and then adult, who against all odds surmounted every
obstacle that life threw at him. Everyone needs an outlet for their pain, loss, and demons, and Emin
Love him or hate him Marshall Mathers/Eminem single handedly reshaped the music industry and
became an inspiration for millions. Myself included. The Dark Story of Eminem does much more than
just follow my generations Elvis Presley's music career, it takes you into the mind of a manic depressive,
anxiety plagued, and destitute child, young man and then adult, who against all odds surmounted every
obstacle that life threw at him. Everyone needs an outlet for their pain, loss, and demons, and Eminem
found this outlet in music. Eminem is an inspiration for everyone who gets treated like the underdog,
has relationship issues, suffers from mental disorders, is depressed, has a drug or alcohol addiction,
and no one believes in. If a poor white kid from the impoverished streets of Detroit can single-handedly
reshape and inspire an entire generation than anyone, you, me, the person next to us on the bus, has
the power to take their lives in their own hands and determine their own destiny.
Thank You Marshall Mathers for never giving up.
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The Dark Story Of Eminem
Task: Explain why you chose this text
I chose this book because Eminem is one of my favorite artists. It makes me think about how crazy this
guy actually I'd and the things he says makes me laugh but really he's saying some crazy stuff.
Just finished page 17 on chapter 1.
So far in the book I read that Eminem is a crazy guy he angers a lot of gay rights people. And he is most
defiantly different then other artists. He uses a lot of ways to make fun of America and is not proud of
where he lives.

I

Task: Explain why you chose this text

I chose this book because Eminem is one of my favorite artists. It makes me think about how crazy this
guy actually I'd and the things he says makes me laugh but really he's saying some crazy stuff.
Just finished page 17 on chapter 1.
So far in the book I read that Eminem is a crazy guy he angers a lot of gay rights people. And he is most
defiantly different then other artists. He uses a lot of ways to make fun of America and is not proud of
where he lives.

I predict that it will explain about how Eminem was drugged as a child and get into more things about
his past! Hard to say though because it's an autobiography!

...more

Really enjoyed it. Covers most of Marshall Mathers life in depth. Definitely understand him more as a
person. Goes in depth on childhood and how he blew up in the rap game. Disappointed the author
didn't mention Royce da 5'9 once. Was looking forward to that, understanding how him and Em met,
beefed, made up and dropped an EP. Also barely a mention of Obie Trice, who after being Eminem's
next big thing is now basically on the back of milk cartons. What happened there? Anyhow, solid book
and lear

Really enjoyed it. Covers most of Marshall Mathers life in depth. Definitely understand him

more as a person. Goes in depth on childhood and how he blew up in the rap game. Disappointed the
author didn't mention Royce da 5'9 once. Was looking forward to that, understanding how him and Em
met, beefed, made up and dropped an EP. Also barely a mention of Obie Trice, who after being
Eminem's next big thing is now basically on the back of milk cartons. What happened there? Anyhow,
solid book and learnt lots of things new!
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The Dark Story Of Alice In Wonderland
It was really intriguing, and i didn't mind having a little peek into eminems life!
Realistic view into a true superstar (GOAT)
I liked the insights into the "real" Eminem. The person. He is a genius and even a book purportedly
about his dark side comes off as a positive. Long live Em!
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The Dark Story Of Pinocchio
The book was good, but the translator apparently cannot conjugate French verbs correctly or spell. : /
I read the book The Dark Story of Eminem written by Nick Hasted. I found it to be a very well written
book that provides insights into the childhood and rise to fame of one of the more mysterious artists in
the rap industry. The book discusses how Eminem, born Marshall Mathers, was raised by his drug
addicted mother in the projects of Detroit, his struggles at school and at making friends, and, later on,
his improbable rise to stardom as a rapper. Once he becomes famous, the book then talks abou
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the book The Dark Story of Eminem written by Nick Hasted. I found it to be a very well written book that
provides insights into the childhood and rise to fame of one of the more mysterious artists in the rap
industry. The book discusses how Eminem, born Marshall Mathers, was raised by his drug addicted
mother in the projects of Detroit, his struggles at school and at making friends, and, later on, his
improbable rise to stardom as a rapper. Once he becomes famous, the book then talks about his drug
problems, the massive amounts of criticism he receives for his songsâ€™ lyrics, and his struggles with
adjusting to his new found fame. Even though the main focus of the book is Eminem, Hasted does a
good job showing other interesting topics as well. For example, in the beginning of the book, he gives a
brief history of the city and the eventual decline of Detroit, which was the area where Eminem grew up.
Throughout the book, Hasted also discusses the struggles of being a celebrity, how the hip hop and rap
industries work, how artists much change their character and appearance in order to become famous,
the drug issues that exist in the music business, misogyny in rap music, and how music is important to
and can change our society. Although at some points the book tended to drag on for a bit, overall, I
found it to be a very well written and informational book that I would recommend to anyone who is
curious about the life of Eminem or how the rap industry works.
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The Dark Story Behind Winnie The Pooh
Irregular y reiterativo. El ritmo narrativo es muy lento. Se anima por momentos en los que cuenta cosas
nuevas. Pero cuando se trata de contar sus malos rollos con sus familiares se atasca y se repite una y
otra vez.
Gran parte de su historia la conocÃa, pero lo cierto es que en el libro retrata de un modo muy crudo la
decadencia de una ciudad abandonada por la mano de Dios. DÃ³nde una vez fue la ciudad del motor y
la esperanza, hoy es la ciudad de la desindustrializaciÃ³n y la desesperanza.
Me que

Irregular y reiterativo. El ritmo narrativo es muy lento. Se anima por momentos en los que

cuenta cosas nuevas. Pero cuando se trata de contar sus malos rollos con sus familiares se atasca y se
repite una y otra vez.
Gran parte de su historia la conocÃa, pero lo cierto es que en el libro retrata de un modo muy crudo la
decadencia de una ciudad abandonada por la mano de Dios. DÃ³nde una vez fue la ciudad del motor y
la esperanza, hoy es la ciudad de la desindustrializaciÃ³n y la desesperanza.
Me quedo la reflexiÃ³n que citan al propio Marshall en el Ãºltimo pÃ¡rrafo:
&lt;&gt;
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Remember the '90s? I had kind of forgotten about our societal preoccupations during that time, but
bought this book for 25 cents at the library and found it fairly interesting. Eminem is a fascinating
character and incredibly talented - that's just a fact. This book also managed to be about the decline of
Detroit, the rise of celebrity culture, misogyny in hip hop and the role of music in our culture. On the
down side, this dragged a bit and relied entirely on media interviews. On the upside, ce
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'90s? I had kind of forgotten about our societal preoccupations during that time, but bought this book
for 25 cents at the library and found it fairly interesting. Eminem is a fascinating character and
incredibly talented - that's just a fact. This book also managed to be about the decline of Detroit, the rise
of celebrity culture, misogyny in hip hop and the role of music in our culture. On the down side, this
dragged a bit and relied entirely on media interviews. On the upside, certainly an interesting subject
and this book touches on all the foggiest parts of Eminem's history - his upbringing, his relationship with
his mother and Kim, his personas.
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The Dark Story Of Snow White
I have been a pretty big fan of Eminem since I was very young but this book about him was absolute
torture to read. I was having to force myself to go and pick it up after not touching it for days and
days...and even then after a couple of pages I'd give up. It was like reading an essay instead of a book.
Just blaaaaahhhhh!
a really hard book to read. found his early years with mom very hard to see as anything other than -6 of
one and half dozen of other- i think he had hard life but bad attitude from the book. but nice to see as
he ages he's matured and has taken in so many extended family members kids to spare them care
services
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The Dark Story Behind Ring Around The Rosie
This book was quite interesting. He's had a rough life has out dear Marshall.
I'd have liked to learn more about the recovery album time period, but this is more his original days,
with a small update.
this book was an amazing autobiography. Recommended to all Eminem fans and anyone who loves a
thrilling but sad story of reality.
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The Dark Story Of Eminem Pdf
You can't help but love him even more after this bio.
LOVED IT
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The Dark Story Behind Beauty And The Beast
This review has been hidden because it contains spoilers. To view it,

click here.

i couldnt get into this book,
it is about eminem the dark story off him
BIG mistake on page 183!! there's picture of eminem and rihanna that says "Eminem and Rihanna
perform Relapse's big hit 'Love The Way You Lie'" WTF????? Love the way you lie is on Recovery!!
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The Dark Story Behind Snow White
This is interesting
i love eminem and I have always loved him and his story since his first song.. I am glad he has made
himself who he has! Will always be my favorite.
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